Abstract-Hyperspectral images face the problem of high dimensionality and low samples number, which results in unsatisfied recognition efficiency, thus dimensionality reduction is needed before terrain classification. A novel hyperspectral images feature extraction method is presented for dimensionality reduction. Firstly, take discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) of each pixel spectral curve, and combine the amplitude spectrum and corresponding phase spectrum; then direct linear discriminant analysis (DLDA) is performed in the combination spectrum space to extract features. Minimum distance classifier is used to evaluate the feature extraction performance in the achieved combination spectrum DLDA subspace. The experimental results for airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS) hyperspectral image show that, comparing with the spectral DLDA subspace method, the present method can improve the terrain classification efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral images [1] provide abundant information in spatial domain and spectral domain. Hyperspectral images have high dimensionality because of high spectral resolution, while the number of samples is relatively small due to the expensive and time-consuming sample acquirement. This causes following problems in hyperspectral images terrain classification: (i) comparing with the low dimensionality data space, high dimensionality space has lower linear classification reliability and less classifier generalization ability; (ii) with the increase of bands number, the data amount and calculated amount increase rapidly; (iii) on the condition of fixed data number, with the increase of bands number, classification accuracy will descend after ascending to certain degree [2] . Therefore, dimensionality reduction is needed before terrain classification. Linear discriminant analysis [3] [4] [5] [6] (LDA) is an efficient feature extraction method for dimensionality reduction based on Fisher criterion, namely, the ratio of total between-class scatter to average within-class scatter is maximized in the LDA subspace. Recently, LDA is mainly applied in the spectral domain of hyperspectral images [7] [8] [9] [10] . Spectral domain means the original hyperspectral bands data space, in the spectral domain, a hyperspectral pixel is a datum in the high dimensional spectral space whose dimensionality is the bands number.
In this paper, a novel hyperspectral images feature extraction method is presented, i.e., direct linear discriminant analysis [11] (DLDA) is used to extract features in the combination spectrum space of amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum. Firstly, take discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) of each pixel spectral curve, then combine the amplitude spectrum and corresponding phase spectrum; secondly, DLDA is performed in the combination spectrum space to extract features. DLDA is an improvement of traditional LDA, which is presented for solving the small sample size (SSS) problem [12] in face recognition. In this paper, we apply LDA to the Fourier frequency domain of hyperspectral image for the first time. An amplitude spectrum is a vector whose components determine the intensities in a pixel spectral curve, and the corresponding phase spectrum is a vector of angles that contains important structure characteristics of a spectral curve. Therefore, the combination spectrum which combines amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum contains both intensities and structure information of a pixel spectral curve. From the viewpoint of feature extraction, the combination spectrum itself is a feature of hyperspectral images which is obtained by DFT. Minimum distance classifier is used to evaluate the feature extraction performance in the achieved combination spectrum DLDA subspace. The experimental results for airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS) hyperspectral image data show that, comparing with the spectral DLDA subspace method, the present method can improve the terrain classification accuracy.
II. COMBINATION SPECTRUM DLDA SUBSPACE TERRAIN CLASSIFICATION
A new hyperspectral image terrain classification method is presented in this section. Firstly, the combination spectrum of each pixel spectral curve is achieved by combining the amplitude spectrum and the corresponding phase spectrum; secondly, the combination spectrum DLDA subspace is obtained by performing DLDA in the combination spectrum space; finally, minimum distance classifier is used in the combination spectrum DLDA subspace for evaluating the feature extraction performance.
A. Combination Spectrum Space
Suppose the spectral resolution of a hyperspectral image is N , then an arbitrary pixel
is a datum in N -dimensional data space, the components of x compose a spectral curve. Shown in Fig. 1 are two pixel spectral curves of two types of terrain objects: corn-notill and grass/trees. From the viewpoint of signal processing, x is a discrete signal, taking DFT of x yields the spectrum
where
and u is the discrete frequency variable. Because DFT is complex in general, it can be expressed in polar form 
and the phase spectrum of x is
The amplitude spectrum of each pixel is even symmetry because the components of a spectral curve are real numbers, thus we combine the former half of amplitude spectrum with corresponding phase spectrum.
For an arbitrary pixel x , the combination spectrum of amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum is
Therefore, the dimensionality of the combination spectrum space is 2 / 3N . In the combination spectrum space, datum C corresponds to the original pixel x .
The components of the amplitude spectrum determine the amplitudes of the sinusoids that combine to form the resulting pixel spectral curve. At any given frequency in the DFT of a spectral curve, a larger amplitude implies a greater prominence of a sinusoid is present in the spectral curve. The phase is a measure of displacement of the various sinusoids with respect to their origin. An amplitude spectrum determines the intensities in a spectral curve, and the corresponding phase spectrum carries important structure characteristics of the spectral curve. Therefore, a combination spectrum contains both intensities and structure information of a spectral curve.
From the viewpoint of feature extraction, the combination spectrum itself is a feature of hyperspectral images which is obtained by DFT. DLDA is performed in the combination spectrum space for further feature extraction and dimensionality reduction. Therefore, the presented hyperspectral images feature extraction method actually includes two successive feature extraction steps, namely, DFT and DLDA.
B. DLDA
DLDA is an improvement of traditional LDA, which is presented for solving the small sample size (SSS) problem in face recognition [11] . Suppose there are c classes training data in an N -dimensional data space, the within-class scatter matrix is defined as
, (7) where j n is the sample number of class j ,
the k -th sample of class j . j m and j P are the mean and a priori probability of class j , respectively.
The between-class scatter matrix is defined as 
is maximized. The solution of (9) , I is an identity matrix. 
Comparing with LDA, DLDA is more suitable for feature extraction in the combination spectrum space of hyperspectral images, because: (i) DLDA whitens between-class scatter matrix first, and the null space of between-class scatter matrix which does not contain classification information is discarded in this step. (ii) The combination spectrum space also has SSS problem, under the small sample condition, within-class scatter matrix is singular in general. LDA whitens the within-class scatter matrix firstly, and discards the null space of within-class scatter matrix which contains important classification information; while DLDA diagonalizes the within-class scatter matrix latterly, which can avoid discarding the null space of within-class scatter matrix. (iii) The dimensionality of LDA subspace is limited by classes number, while the dimensionality of DLDA subspace is not limited by classes number.
C. Combination Spectrum DLDA Subspace Terrain Classification
The procedure of the presented terrain classification method is: firstly, calculate the combination spectrum for each pixel; secondly, DLDA is performed in the combination spectrum space to extract features; lastly, minimum distance classifier is designed in the achieved combination spectrum DLDA subspace for recognition. The principle of the presented method is shown in Fig. 2 . The detailed steps of the presented method are as follows:
(i) Feature extraction. ① Take DFT of each training datum, and the combination spectrum of each training datum is obtained according to (6) .
② Perform DLDA in the combination spectrum space according to 2.2, and the linear transformation matrix W is obtained. (iii) Recognition. ① Perform feature extraction to testing data. Take DFT of a testing datum, and the combination spectrum of the testing datum is obtained according to (6) , then the combination spectrum of the testing datum is mapped to the combination spectrum DLDA subspace according to (10) , and is denoted as y .
② Design minimum distance classifier. y belongs to 
III. EXPERIMENTS
For verifying the efficiency of the presented method, the experimental results of the presented combination spectrum DLDA subspace method are compared with those of the original spectral space method, original combination spectrum space method, and spectral DLDA subspace method, under the condition of same training data and testing data.
A. Experimental Data
We use the AVIRIS hyperspectral image which is taken over Northwest Indiana's Indian Pine test site in 
B. Experimental Results
For both the whole-image and the sub-image, we randomly select 20% of each class samples as training data, and the rest as testing data. Table I shows the class label and the testing data number of each class. The total testing data number is 8292. Table II shows the average recognition rates of the whole-image. It can be seen from Table II that, in original spectral space and original combination spectrum space, the average recognition rates are both very low, because the original spectral space and original combination spectrum space both have high dimensionalities among which are a lot of redundant dimensions. After DLDA feature extraction, the average recognition rates in spectral DLDA subspace and combination spectrum DLDA subspace are both dramatically improved. The average recognition rate in combination spectrum DLDA subspace is 1.11 percentage points larger than that in spectral DLDA subspace, which shows that the combination spectrum DLDA subspace contains more separability information than spectral DLDA subspace. Table III shows the confusion matrixes for the sub-image in original spectral space and spectral DLDA subspace. The spectral DLDA subspace is achieved by performing DLDA in the original spectral space. It can be seen that, after DLDA feature extraction, the classification accuracy is greatly improved, and the data dimensionality is reduced from 200 to 3. Table IV shows the confusion matrixes for the sub-image in original combination spectrum space and combination spectrum DLDA subspace. Comparing Table IV with Table III we can see that, the average recognition rate in original spectral space is 5.2 percentage points larger than that in original combination spectrum space. In both the original spectral space and original combination spectrum space, the recognition rates of class 2, class 10, and class 11 are very low, this is because the Indian Pines image was collected in June, these crops were very early in their growth cycle with about 5% coverage, discriminating them under this condition can be very difficult.
The average recognition rate in combination spectrum DLDA subspace is 1.82 percentage points larger than that in spectral DLDA subspace, and the recognition rates of class 2, class 10, and class 11 are improved 0.9 percentage point, 1 percentage point, and 6.2 percentage points respectively. These experimental results verify the efficiency of the present method. Table V shows the confusion matrixes for the sub-image in amplitude spectrum DLDA subspace and phase spectrum DLDA subspace. The amplitude spectrum DLDA subspace and phase spectrum DLDA subspace are achieved by performing DLDA in the amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum space, respectively. It can be seen from Table V that, the average recognition rates in amplitude spectrum DLDA subspace and phase spectrum DLDA subspace are both very high. Comparing Table V with Table III , we can see that, the average recognition rate in the amplitude spectrum DLDA subspace is 0.82 percentage point larger than that in spectral DLDA subspace. Table V indicates that, the amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum of a spectral curve both contain important separability information. Comparing Table V with Table IV , it can be seen that, combination spectrum contains more separability information than the individual amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum.
IV. CONCLUSION
A novel hyperspectral images terrain classification method is presented in this paper. Firstly, the combination spectrum of each pixel spectral curve is achieved by combining the amplitude spectrum and corresponding phase spectrum; secondly, the combination spectrum DLDA subspace is obtained by performing DLDA in the combination spectrum space; finally, minimum distance classifier is designed in the achieved combination spectrum DLDA subspace to evaluate the feature extraction performance. The experimental results for AVIRIS hyperspectral image show that, comparing with the spectral DLDA subspace method, the present method can improve the terrain classification accuracy. The experimental results also verify that, the Fourier spectrum of pixel spectral curve contains important separability information for hyperspectral images terrain classification.
